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INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this paper is to discuss Carlos Chávez's

use of ancient Aztec instruments in several of his compositions.
Several pieces in which he called for the use of these native

instruments or their modern equivalents will be discussed in general,

with as specific

a

listing as possible of the instruments required

for each work.

Musicologists have identified at least thirty different pre conquest Aztec instruments.

The instruments for which Chávez calls in

these pieces will be discussed in detail, with illustrations when

possible.
Chávez is undoubtedly the most outstanding figure in the

Mexican musical scene in the twentieth century.
a

His nationalism was

unique combination of a deep entrenchment in the European tradition,

an almost congenital exposure to native Indian music and complete

immersion in the Hispanic-mestizo musical heritage which surrounded him
daily.

This study will examine the sources of these influences and how

Chávez created his own musical language from them.

v

CHAPTER

1

CHAVEZ'S HERITAGE AND INFLUENCES

Roots
Carlos Antonio de Padua Chávez y Ramirez was born in Mexico City
on June 13,

1899, near the village of Poptla.

of a native Mexican family,

Durango.

He was the seventh son

his mother being Dona Juvencia Ramirez of

His father, Don Augustin Chávez of Aguascalientes, an inventor

who studied the resistance of air and the flight of birds, created a

plow which was manufactured in the United States.

His maternal

grandfather, Don Manuel Ramirez Aparicio, a lawyer, man of letters and
poet, undoubtedly had one or more near ancestors who were Indian.

His

mother's maternal ancestors were all native Mexican, i.e., Spaniards
rooted in Mexico for many generations.
to have been native Mexican.

His father's family seems also

Chávez is a direct descendent of Don José

Maria Chávez, who, in the middle of the last century, was governor of
the State of Aguascalientes: he organized an arm of the resistance

against the French invasion, fighting ceaselessly until taken prisoner
and shot in 1864.1

Early Musical Studies
Carlos began his musical studies with his older brother, Manuel,

who showed him the rudiments of the art, and later studied for a while

City:

1Roberto Garcia Morillo, Carlos Chávez: vida y obra (Mexico
Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1960), p. 11.
1

2

with Asunción Parra.

But his principal teachers were pianist Pedro Luis

Ogazon and composer Manuel M. Ponce.

He studied only piano with Ponce

(1910- 1914), but desired increasingly to meet a more demanding teacher.

Moreover, his aesthetic thinking did not completely coincide with those
of his teacher.

In 1912 Ponce began to praise the music of the native

Mexican Spanish and mestizos, but not that of the Indians.

Chávez was

diametrically opposed to this philosophy, and left Ponce after two
years.

2

Chávez's preference for the music of the native Mexican Indians
began when he was very young, during his long and frequent stays in
Indian communities which preserved traditional culture in large measure.
All these native musical activities were then severely scorned in

cultural circles and were not taken seriously as a possible important

ingredient in the future of a national art, but Chávez felt otherwise.3
His change to the instruction of Ogazón in 1915 proved to be

fruitful.

Pedro Ogazón, with whom he studied piano until 1920, was

well schooled and introduced him to much of the finest Classical and

Romantic literature.

Under his direction Chávez acquired remarkable

technical precision as well as understanding of the music of the
greatest masters.

4

The Self-taught Musician

Nevertheless, Chávez's restive soul did not get along well with
the restrictions of a teacher, no matter how comprehensive.

2Garcia Morillo, Chávez,

Alto,

p.

Possessed

11.

3Henry Cowell, ed., American Composers on American Music (Palo
Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1933), p. 104.

4Garcia Morillo, Chávez, pp. 11 -12.

3

of an analytical and critical spirit, a natural bent toward self -

instruction, and endowed with a great confidence in his own powers, he

dedicated himself to his own studies of harmony, counterpoint,
tion and orchestration.

composi-

He read various treatises on these theoretical

disciplines, comparing them among themselves and drawing his own conclusions.

He accepted that which seemed useful and logical and rejected

that which he took to be erroneous or superfluous, regardless of the

prestige and fame of the authors.

This system, while usually dangerous,

had excellent results in his case, since he was guided by such faultless

intuition and clear intelligence.5
Furthermore,

he did careful analysis of many classical works

(especially those of Bach and Beethoven) and modern works (almost

exclusively Debussy), examining them from various points of view:
harmony,

polyphony, form, deducing general principles and learning to

compose unconsciously at the classical tradition.

His reflective and

methodical temperament was of special help to him during this period:
even at the tender age of twelve he was interested in and preoccupied

with learning how the older composers had solved the technical problems
of use of natural brass instruments.

Vicente

T.

Mendoza, a well -known

Mexican musicologist, points out that Chávez consulted directly with
his instrumental problems.
In regard to his studies,
the

the composer has expressed himself in

following terms:
At the age of twelve I started on instrumentation
alone, studying the treatise of Guiraud.
I never wanted
a composition teacher because I considered them unforgivably dogmatic and because I thought that the best
teachers were the "great masters," whom I studied by

5Cowell, American Composers, p. 103.

4

analysing them in depth.
At sixteen, in Ogazón's house,
met Juan B. Fuentes, author of a very logical system of
harmony: I took some classes with him, which helped me
greatly to clear up the needless complications of the
French and German harmony treatises.°

I

First Compositions

Meanwhile Chávez had begun to compose.

His first efforts were

small piano pieces composed between ages nine and twelve.

By twelve

years of age he had started serious study of analysis and never again

wrote these "little pieces," which were in the style of chamber music,
but continued to compose uninterruptedly.
a

His earliest pieces showed

European orientation in melodic line and harmony, but with a vitality,

formal sense and control of compositional technique.

period vary from short pieces, with

a

The pieces of this

nationalist general character or

tendency, to pieces of larger dimensions.7
In 1921 Chávez made his debut as a composer,
of several of his works.

Ponce wrote

a

giving the premiers

review of his former pupil's

success, which was published in La Revista de la Unión Filarmónica de

México.

He described the young composer thus:

Chávez is a rare example of abundant application which
stands out in our atmosphere of secular sloth.
The
most outstanding characteristic of the music of Chávez is
a breath of modernism and originality which is perfectly
justified in so young a man, for Chávez is still very
young, despite his seriousness and almost melancholy
nature. He has talent.
He finds himself under the
double influence of Romanticism of the variety of Schumann
and Chopin and modernism, which attracts him with its aura
of novelty and exoticism.8
.

6Garcia Morillo, Chávez, pp. 12 -13.
7Garcia Morillo, Chávez,

p.

13.

8Garcia Morillo, Chávez,

p.

17.

.

.

5

"L'enfant terrible"
Soon his activities earned him the reputation as a revolutionary,
an "enfant

terrible," disturbing the calm,provincialism which charac-

terized the Mexican musical climate at the time.

musical climate, Vicente

T.

Commenting on that

Mendoza writes:

The music of the modern composers was completely unknown in Mexico, neither the music nor the names of anyone
past Debussy.
Chávez had studied Debussy in depth,
and partly because of this, he began to be called a
"modernist," ignoring or forgetting the deep classical
roots of his studies.
.

.

.

.

.

Musical activities in Mexico at this time, about 1920, were
extremely scant and notoriously retarded.

There were only a few

artistic centers which offered only sporadic symphonic programs and
even fewer serious musicians, most of whom had been developed in an

academic climate and were completely Germanized in their tastes and
orientations.

Chávez was not about to adjust his own thinking to this

state of things.

In a more or less conscious way, he had decided to

impose his purposes and ideals on Mexico, and from that time he began
a

constant struggle against mediocrity, inertia and reactionary spirits

who were gradually showing their fruits.9

The Revolution

Chávez's youth coincided with the period of the Mexican Revolution,

during which the country, after suffering great political and

social convulsions and painfully overcoming some cruel and inhuman
times, eventually started down a path of rebirth and renovation, which

had fundamental consequences on the arts.

9Garcia Morillo,

Chávez, pp. 17 -18.

6

The Revolution started in 1910.
Finally the new constitution came in 1917, but the upheavals continued until 1920.
In 1921, with the government of Obregón, came the final
reconstruction period, which included the cultural field.
One then can say that the period of the Revolution lasted
from 1910 -1921. There were after 1921 some isolated bloody
incidents (which lasted until 1926), but these were of
comparatively little importance.-°

This time of renewed progress after the Revolution was well

represented in literature.

New painters of the stature of Diego Rivera

and José Clemente Orozco, as well as composers such as Silvestre

Revueltas

(d.

1940) and Chávez, arrived on the scene.

From about this

time dates the profound identification of Chávez with the soul of his

environs and the spirit of his country, and his determination to bring
his musical work to the common man in the street.

This was in an

effort to develop the common man's sensitivity and better his culture.
This brought together and unified all the splendid past of native Mexico
and the suffering of the lower classes, oppressed during the periods
of

the then recent political upheavals.l-

- °García

11Garcia

Morillo, Chávez,

p.

18.

Morillo, Chávez, p. 18.

CHAPTER

2

"EL FUEGO NUEVO"

The Source of the Commission

The year 1921 was crucial in the development of the artistic

career of the young Chávez, because of his contact with the then

Secretary of Public Education, José Vasconcelos, a dynamic figure who
was active in the rebirth of Mexican artistic culture.

Vasconcelos had

favored the development of painting by sponsoring the large frescoes of
Rivera, Siqueiros and Orozco.

Pedro Henriquez

Urea suggested

to

Vasconcelos that a ballet be composed on an Aztec theme.

Chavez was

commissioned to do the work which became "El fuego nuevo"

(

"The New

Fire ").12

Chávez's Early Exposure to Native Music
Long before undertaking the composition of "El fuego nuevo"
Chavez had had a great deal of interest in native Mexican music.

He

had visited remote areas of the country where the native music still

existed in its pure form,

free from any foreign influences.

Tlaxcala

was the ancient Indian community which befriended Cortez after defeat
at his hands and helped the Spaniards overthrow the Aztecs.

Chavez

had been fortunate enough to have spent time there while still a
child.

Chavez himself wrote:

12Garcia

Morillo, Chavez, p. 19.
7

8

My contact with native music was not the result of a
deliberate plan, but rather the result of the circumstance
that from five or six years of age I spent long periods of
vacation time in the area of Tlaxcala.
Subsequently I
have visited and lived in many other areas of the country- Puebla, Veracruz, Jalisco, Nayarit, Michoacán, Guanajuato,
Oaxaca, etc. --in which the native musical manifestations
are extremely interesting.
Nevertheless, I have never
conducted an organized investigation of this music, having
limited myself to hearing what I liked.
Chávez had perfectly assimilated the essence of this native music
and found the opportunity for practical application of the ideas which
had been nourished in that direction.

He did not use actual Indian

thematic material (as a general rule), as if he had been an imitator
of the Russian Five,

but rather endeavored to create his own musical

language, based on fundamental characteristics which were synthesizing

within him into an integrated style, without becoming simply

a

juxta-

position of heterogeneous elements.14

The Break with European Tradition

With "El fuego nuevo" Chávez attempted to break away from the
limitations of European style, which he had been using exclusively prior
to

that time, without falling prey to a narrow nationalism, as would

likely have been the fate of

a

lesser composer.

Vicente

T.

Mendoza

points out that:
In 1921 Chávez's nationalistic restlessness took a new
turn, when the young composer turned his glance toward the
music of the aboriginal Indians.
The "nationalist" musicians
of that time disclaimed this music (Ponce at the head);
people of the city, disconnected from the country, did not
know, nor could they have understood, this music.
During
the nineteenth century operas were written in Mexico which
were Aztec in name and plot, but with Italianized music.

13Garcia

14Garcia

Morillo, Chávez, p.

19.

Morillo, Chávez, pp. 19 -20.

9

Chávez knew this music well, and, possessor as he was of a
deep musical experience, had to add to his classical spirit
and his Mexican inclinations the interior force of Indian
music: primitive, sober, laconic, rhythmic.
In the year of
1921 he wrote the ballet "El fuego nuevo," in which is
manifest the feeling of Chávez in this new direction of his
musical development towards a restrained and essential
primitivism, authentically Indian and bright, in which
there is nothing picturesque or anecdotal.
From the
beginning the nationalism was integrated and organic; it
came from his own personal nature and his inherited tastes
and inclinations; it was not an eagerness to make Mexican
music by mechanical means.15
Of course the problem was extremely complex and presented too

many difficulties to permit a perfect solution in the initial effort,

especially considering that his artistic personality was far from being
completely developed.

His use of Indian themes was too literal, rather

similar to the inorganic way in which Manuel de Falla first quoted
Spanish themes in his ballets.16

Aside from some aspects which were to

become basic in his style, e.g., the rhythmic persistence and the
absence of elements overloaded with expressive contents, and which

would be further developed in later works, there is a dispersion to
the flow of the music.

We do not yet find the fully matured sonorous

climaxes which Chávez was to reach later.
influence,

as Paul Rosenfeld points out,

There is not a Debussyan
but "the expression is simple

and direct, and somewhat contrary to the impressionist feeling."
in summary, his considerable effort produced a pleasing score,

But,

full of

energy and life, which reveals a brilliant sense of orchestral color,

realized by the skilful use of native percussion instruments.17
15Garcia
16Cowell,

Morillo, Chavez, p. 20.

American Composers,

p.

104.

17Garcia Morillo, Chavez, pp. 20 -21.

10

Orchestration
The definitive orchestration is that of 1927, which was heard for
the first time in a concert by the Orquesta Sinfónica de México on the

fourteenth of January, 1930,

in the Arbeu Theatre in Mexico, D. F.

Prior to 1960 this orchestration had never been heard outside Mexico.
The orchestra, although very full, is curiously arranged.

wind instruments appear in pairs: two piccolos, two flutes,
two English horns, two E -flat clarinets,

clarinets,

two pairs of bassoons,

D and two in B -flat,

two oboes,

two B -flat clarinets,

two pairs of horns,

The

two bass

two trumpets in

two tenor trombones and two tubas.

To these are

added tuned teponaztlis, medium and low, four güiros, snare drum,
cymbals, rattles, bass drum,

tam-tam and suspended cymbal,

and a group of ocarinas, high, medium and low.

exempt from normal distribution,

six timpani

Even the strings are

each of the five standard sections

consisting of twelve musicians.18

This piece is the first in Chavez's opera to call for specific
native instruments to help convey the spirit of the Indian heritage.

18Garcia

Morillo, Chavez, pp. 23 -24.

CHAPTER 3
THE ORIGINS AND FUNCTIONS OF MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
IN THE AZTEC CIVILIZATION

The Legendary Origin of the Instruments

Legend comes down to us that when the gods in Teotihuacán died,
they left behind the mantles with which they covered themselves as

gifts to their loyal priests.

The priests, zealous religious servants

that they were, kept them as relics in tribute to the honor and dignity
of their ancient possessors.

notch in one end,

They carved blocks of wood, making a

into which a precious stone was placed, then covered

them with skins of snakes and jungle cats,

finally wrapping them with

the sacred robes.

Filled with sorrow and heavy- hearted, they began to wander about
the countryside without any fixed direction.

They meandered aimlessly,

holding the divine relics aloft, fearful of soiling them in the dust of
the road or with the sweat of their bodies, respectful of the

memories of the departed divinities.

One of the priests reached the

edge of the sea and stretched out in the sand,

fatigued from his

continuous journey, and remained there for several days.
the Aztec embodiment of evil,

Tezcatlipoca,

spoke to him three or four times,

instructing him that he was to ask the sun god for singers and musical
instruments to honor the memories of the dead gods.

would have his pains eased somewhat.
11

In so doing he

12

The priest prepared for the journey to the abode of the sun,

which in those days was rising in popularity with a cult which was
superceding the splendor of the rest of the gods.

He was no longer the

secondary figure which had been destroyed on various occasions before:
he had risen to the category of immortal, creator and cause of all

things.
The legend continues that the turtles,
a

whales and sirens formed

bridge over the sea for the afflicted believer, who crossed while

murmuring touching and sweet words.

He arrived at the abode of the

sun and told him of the reason for his trip.

diminish the number of his retinue,
to respond to what

the earth.

But

The sun, wishing not to

had ordered all his attendants not

they had heard, under penalty of being cast out into

the melifluous words of the messenger worked such an

effect

to

respond, falling under the sanction of the divine mandate and two

personages were thrown out of the court of the sun.
Huéhuetl and the other was Teponaztli.
company of the devout pilgrim.

One of these was

They came to this planet in the

And since then man and earth have had

music: a sad and melancholy music which recreates with every stroke of
the drum the moans of pain of those who were ejected from the presence
of the

sun.

And it was also from that day onward that man has been

able to celebrate with dances, the first of which were dedicated to
the praise and glory of

19Antonio

the gods.19

Cabello Moreno, Panorama musical de la ciudad de
México (México, D.F.: Colección Popular Ciudad de México, 1975),
pp.

81 -83.

13

The Instruments and Aztec Religion

Thus prehispanic music draws on ancient tradition and is tied

inextricably with religion.

Indeed,

the principal function of Aztec

art in general and music in particular was not to stimulate aesthetic

response, but rather to reflect perfectly the religious preoccupations

which induced primitive man to perform sacrifices.
a

The Aztecs lived in

magical religious world which decided -- inexorably --the fate of man.
"In the solemn festivals," writes the famous monk Bernardino

de Sahagún, who travelled with Cortez,

"at the beginning of the dance,

three or four Indians carry brightly colored whistles and later play on
low- pitched drums which gradually crescendo.

When the dancers hear that

the drums have begun to sound in this manner,

they all begin to sing

and dance.

The first chants are rather low in pitch and slow.

The

first one always corresponds to the celebration and is always started
by two leaders.

All

Then all the company proceeds together into the dance.

the musicians,

singers and dancers are always in perfect accord,

not varying from one another one iota."

The dances continue, each

faster than the one before and the accompanying chants also rise in
pitch, the entire celebration going well into the night.20

Some Characteristics of Aztec Music

These festivals, then, obviously combined rhythm, melody and
harmony.

The increasing speeds and volumes of the songs and dances

proves that the Indians knew about and used different tempi, colors,

crescendo and accelerando.
20Cabello

Their abilities to change the key of the

Moreno, Panorama,

p.

84.

14

chants up or down suggests the use of modulation.

The teponaztli,

instrument capable of producing two sounds simultaneously,
a "double bass."

an

was used as

The writers who were with Cortez all describe

choruses and dance music, the antiphonal aspects of which were
emphasized by the teponaztli, suggesting the practice of at least a
rudimentary concept of harmony.

With the perfection of the teponaztli

which the native Indians achieved came an extraordinary knowledge about

musical tuning, not only the interval of a fifth, which is given
naturally by the huéhuetl, but other intervals which they used as
pedals or ostinati.

A special study indicates that there were

teponaztli which used the intervals of major second, minor third,
major third, perfect fourth and perfect fifth.

These intervals all

belong to the pentatonic scale and permitted the Aztecs to develop

a

music which was far superior to that of the surrounding primitive
peoples, which used only the natural fifth interval from the huéhuetl.21
The study of present native Aztec music reveals characteristics

of preconquest

origin such as: rhythmic introductions and interludes;

preoccupation with precise pitch;22 thematic unity; melodic variety;
use of antiphonal and variation forms; use of accents in the percussion

which do not always coincide with the rhythmic accent of the melody,
but which give vitality and variety to the accompaniment; use of

combined rhythms, but without an exaggerated or sensual syncopation;
in many cases the absence of cadences,

21Cabello
22Ancient

the melody ending suddenly or

Moreno, Panorama, pp. 83 -86.

orchestras which played out of tune or made mistakes
were punished severely, some even paying with their lives depending
upon the nature of the ceremony.

15

changing after a rhythmic interlude; use of transitions based on the
dimenuendo -rallentando and the crescendo -accelerando as modulatory
devices.

As a general rule the scraper of the huéhuetl (the corrugated

rim on the end opposite the head) gradually presents the new rhythm or
tempo which produces the melody; use of an ostinato repetition of a

rhythmic outline and pedal points; use of appropriate melodies which
correspond to the ancient chants and reflect the character and

atmosphere of the ceremony, dance or chant.23

23Cabello

Moreno, Panorama, p. 89.

CHAPTER

4

THE ANCIENT AZTEC INSTRUMENTS

Classification
Vicente

T.

Mendoza, an expert on Aztec instruments, tells us that

no fewer than thirty different preconquest

instruments can be

identified.
The musical organography of the prehispanic Indians,
according to the descriptions of the historical observers,
the figures in the old manuscripts and recent archaeological
finds, is surprising by the application of resources and
technical development which is not found in cultures of
parallel evolution, e.g., the application of resonators and
vibrators or the use of water, for wind instruments as well
percussion.
The teponaztli with two, three or
tongues, often replaced by the water gourd (tecomopiloa);
single headed drums and drums with a chamber of water,
which is now done with inverted gourds; simple, double and
multiple flutes, tubular instruments which are placed in
water gourds and resonators; large trumpets and ocarinas
of many shapes, provided with sound holes.24

We now know through many sources that these were "the most

advanced instruments for their time in the world, among them multiple
flutes which produced three or four sounds simultaneously and which
date from the seventh century A.D.

This is to say,

these were

instruments which indicate the practice of a pure harmonic system
in Central America 200 years before the development of polyphony in
Europe. "25

24Cabello
25Cabello

Moreno, Panorama,

p.

90.

Moreno, Panorama,

p.

91.

16

17

The preconquest instruments fall into seven groups:
1.

Membranophone drums (huéhuetl family, tambor)

2.

Idiophone drums (teponaztli, water,gourd)

3.

Rattles (ayacachtli)

4.

Scrapers (omichicahuaztli)

S.

Trumpets (tepuzquiquiztli)

6.

Whistles and ocarinas (huilacapiztli)

7.

Flutes

(tlapitzalli)

The Huéhuetl
The name "huéhuetl" was a generic term for a family of instru-

ments

(see Pl.

The size of the drum seemed to match the length of

The different drums were called "huéhuetl," "panhuéhuetl"

its name.
(see Pl.

1).

and "tlapanhuéhuetl"

2)

consisted of

a

(see Pl.

3).

All the instruments

hollow wooden cylinder with a shell approximately two

inches thick, which was placed in a vertical position and supported by
a tripod.

The elaborate carvings on the surface of the shell were like

codices and told when the instrument was made, the time and place it

was to be used, and the exact part it was meant to play in the
ceremonial functions at which it was heard.
cases,

They also relate, in many

the length of time it was to have been sounded,

the exact

persons who were designated to play upon it, the gods in whose praise
it was to be used,

the honored house in which it was to be kept,

ceremonial objects to be used with the drum, along with the dates on

which it was to be used.
skin head,
glue.

The top end is covered by a deer or panther

tightly stretched and fastened by a nailed or tied belt or

The skin is tuned by heating.

The lower end is left open to let

18

Plate

1.

"The huéhuetl and teponaztli were heard."

the vibrations escape and was carved in zig -zag trim and often used as
a

scraper.

26

The huéhuetl was played with both palms and two fingers of one
hand, much the same as a bongo is played today.

26Joseph
Publications,

With this technique

Howard, Drums in the Americas (New York: Oak
1967), p. 60.
H.
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a player could produce many effects, even three distinct tones.

A

stroke at the center of the head produced a sound a fifth higher than
a stroke at

the edge of the head,

thus creating the two most important

degrees of the European musical scale,

the tonic and dominant.

This

phenomenon was present in all these drums and modern scholars have
deduced that the huéhuetl was used as a double bass ostinato, whether to
give the pitches for dancers,

"We must not

singers or musicians.

forget," writes Samuel Marti, a Mexican musicologist, "the melodic

possibilities of the drums exploited with such imagination and color
by Carlos Chávez in his works such as 'Toccata'

and

'Tambuco. "'

the same token, Fernando Ortiz, another musicologist,

By

has concluded

that "an expert and skilful player can produce four distinct sounds,

or

rather, three determinate pitches and one sound of indeterminate pitch:
three sounds and a noise."
tone,

The sounds correspond to the fundamental

the first harmonic or first octave above the fundamental, the

second harmonic or an octave and a fifth above the fundamental, and an

indeterminate noise.27

Plate

2.

Among other instruments are: Panhuéhuetl (modern, tallest
drum), Teponaztli (to right of panhuéhuetl) and Tenabaris
(stretched across teponaztli).

27Cabello Moreno, Panorama, pp.

92 -93.
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The picture of the tlapanhuéhuet1 (Plate 3), or large drum of
war, depicts an example in which
the bas -relief is divided into two parts by a band of
entwined serpents.
The top part has two main motifs:
Nahui -011in, "The Sun of Movement," and one other
important person, which very well could be, and possibly
is, the sun disguised as an eagle.
On the sides are seen
two warriors, one disguised as an eagle with a knife or
flint, and the other as a jaguar, representing the two
great military orders of the Aztecs.
Each of the warriors
has a headdress of feathers, and from the mouths of both
issues the war -cry, "Atl- Tlachinolli," i.e., "burnt
water," symbolizing the material and spiritual conflict,
the dynamic union of the two opposites.
The bottom part
consists of three -stepped supports and is decorated with
an eagle and two jaguars emitting the same war -cry.
This
instrument is Aztec, and is carved from a tree trunk; and
it stands thirty -eight and five- eighths inches and measures
nineteen and one -quarter inches in diameter.28

Plate

3.

Tlapanhuéhuetl.

The Tambor

Tambor is a generic term for a small, two -headed drum played
with sticks (see Pl. 4).

The round (as opposed to the square) variety

28Howard, Drums, p. 62.
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"While they sang and danced they played their tambors and
stick rattles."

is usually approximately

inches in depth.

It

twelve inches in diameter and three or four

is played with one

stick and is held in the

fingers of the left hand by a leather strap.

The fingers of the left

hand also hold a pentatonic flute for accompaniment (see Pl. 5).
Chávez often calls for a non -Aztec variety.29

The Teponaztli
The teponaztli (see Pls. 1,

2

and 6) was a split drum, con-

sisting of a hollow wooden cylinder with both ends closed.

29Howard, Drums, p.

63.

It is
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Tambor and Pito (flute).

placed in a horizontal position on a tripod to avoid contact with the
ground.
down,

The upper part has an incision in the form of an "H" lying

forming two small tongues, which were struck with two drumsticks

sheathed in India rubber or oilskin, called "olmaitl. "30

Since the

tongues were of different thicknesses and lengths, each one produced
a different sound.

30Garcia

Both could be played at once like two bars of a

Morillo, Chavez,

p.

201.
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Plate

marimba.

6.

Teponaztli.

In some teponaztlis each tongue is sectioned into two parts

of different thicknesses and widths so that it could produce

two sounds

from

interval

that of a perfect octave.

In this way the instrument could produce as

was

many as four sounds.31
The teponaztli was used to accompany the teaching of verses to

children during one of the festivals in honor of Quetzalcoatl.

The

poem in praise of the feathered serpent god and the singing of it were
considered synonymous.

The teponaztli accompanied both the prologue

and the poem itself .32

The Water Gourd
The water gourd (see Pl.

7), which consists of two half -gourds

floating in a basin of water, cut portion down, is struck with two
31Cabello
32Cabello

Moreno, Panorama,

p.

93.

Moreno, Panorama,

p.

74.
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Plate

7.

Among other instruments are: Water Gourd, Scraper and Flute

wooden sticks covered with dry leaves.33

This instrument

is used in

Cuba and Curacao.34

The Huéhuetl and the Teponaztli in Ensemble
The huéhuetl and the teponaztli were so well tuned to each other
"that a rather good harmony was given by their sounds and these

instruments accompanied various kinds of airs and songs.

Everyone sang

and danced to the sound and pulses of the instruments with such order
and beautifully synchronized movements that it was a pleasing thing to
see."

These drums are so authentically Aztec that in none of the

explorations carried out in South America was even

a

trace of them

encountered,35
Friar Juan de Torquemada relates in his work Indian Monarchy
that,

"Montezuma had another pastime which brought pleasure to those
33

Garcia Morillo, Chavez,

34Howard,

35Cabello

p.

203.

Drums, p. 63.

Moreno, Panorama, pp.

94 -95.
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of the palace and even to the entire city.
to

While seated at the table

eat, a joyful dance called 'netoteliztli' would begin."

Long before

the dance started a large mat was broughttinto the courtyard of the

palace.

Two drums were placed upon it.

teponaztli, handsomely carved from

a

One was small and called

single log, hollow and without a

cover or drumhead, but played with drumsticks.
large,

The other was very

high, round and heavy like those of Spain, hollow, carved on the

outside and painted.

On the opening they put a well -stretched head of

tanned deerskin, which goes higher when stretched, but emits a low
tone.

It is played with the hands without drumsticks and is a

contrabass voice.
These two drums, combined with voice, sound strong and not
unpleasant.

They sing happy songs, very cheerful and gracious, or a

ballad in praise of former kings, describing wars, victories, brave
deeds and such things --all in couplets of rhyming consonants, which
sound good and are enjoyable.

When it is finally time to begin the

dance, eight or ten strong men whistle and then play the deep drums.

There is no delay in the entrance of the dancers with their rich woolen

blankets of white, red, green and yellow and fabrics of diverse colors,
and carrying bouquets of roses or fans of feathers or feathers and gold.

Many come with their fragrant flower wreaths, and many with caps of
feathers or masks made from heads of eagles, pumas, alligators or other
fierce animals.

At least 400 and often 1000 dancers take part in these

dances and all are important personages, nobles and even lords.

And no

matter how much greater or smaller each one is, they all move together
to

the music of the drums.36

36Cabello

Moreno, Panorama, pp. 86-87.
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The Rattles
The ayacaztli (see Pl. 8), a gourd full of pebbles, is the

ancestor of the present Mexican rattle (the Brazilian or Cuban maraca).
The player used one in each hand, producing a clear sound by shaking,

which served to emphasize dance rhythms.

They could have been made of

clay, leather or tortoise shell.

Plate 8.

Rattles: Tortoise Shell (top), Maracas and Metal Rattles.

27

A variety of rattle was the ayonchicuaztli,
which was beaten on the ground.

a

rattle of sticks

Three other varieties of rattles were

metal bells with marbles inside; the tenabaris (see Pl. 2),

a

leather

ankle bracelet from which dried butterfly cocoons are suspended;37 and
the grijutian, a leather belt with deer hooves attached.38

Scholars contend that each timbre, quality and sonority was used
for a certain purpose and was conceived according to the character of
the

ceremony or dance in which the rattle was to be used.

It is

evident "that these differences were not accidental, since the material
used to make them, their size, their hardness and the number of pebbles
or seeds placed inside the rattles were all calculated to produce

determined effects."

In this regard,

Friar Bernardino de Sahagún wrote

that "during the festivals celebrated in the seventh month, one priest

preceded

the procession with a plank on his shoulders.

as two arms and as wide as a palm or

slightly larger.

It was as long

Several rattles

were carried on this plank and the one who carried it walked with the
sound of them."

And possibly the most suggestive and beautiful of these

is the one called "chicahuaztli,"

which has the form of a stick and is

associated with the rites dedicated to the earth and rain: the sound

which the rattle produced resembled the murmur of water and rain.39

37 Garcia Morillo, Chávez,

p.

203.

38Garcia Morillo, Chávez,

p.

91.

39Cabello

Moreno, Panorama, pp. 95 -96.
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The Scrapers

There were various types of scrapers or scraping instruments
Pls.

7

The tzicahuaztli was a wooden scraper suspended

and 9).

a gourd,

(see

in half

and which was rubbed with a piece of hard wood.

Plate

9.

Bamboo Scraper and Bone Scraper.

A more important variety was the omichicahuaztli
or bone scraper,

(

"bone noise "),

constructed of a human femur (usually), on which were

made transverse grooves, which was rubbed with a small snail shell or
a piece of bone.

The pitch could be changed by altering the rapidity

with which the instrument was rubbed.

The resultant sound, "rustic and

happy like that of the Cuban güiro," was used for funeral ceremonies
and sacrifices of prisoners.

It was played generally in

conjunction

with the ayot1,40 which was a large tortoise shell hung by a cord
around the neck (see Pl. 10).

40Garcia

It hung waist high,

Morillo, Chavez, p. 203.

with the ventral

29

Plate 10.

side up.

Tortoise Shell (Ayotl).

Two plates which give a desired interval, usually a fourth

or a fifth, are struck with deer antlers.41
The scrapers had phallic connotations and played an important

part in fertility rites.

In mourning ceremonies they were used to

assure life and resurrection.

There were also scrapers of bronze, wood

and baked clay.42

The Trumpets

A curious wind instrument was the tepuzquiquiztli, or marine
Other names for the instrument were quiquiztli,

shell trumpet.

tecciztli or atecocoli.

It is

fashioned from a very large periwinkle

shell which is blown through a hole bored at the top of the spiral
(see Pl.

11).

The resultant sound was raucous and strong, "of a sad

and ominous effect," and resembling the timbre of a metal instrument.

41Howard,

42Cabello

Drums, p.

62.

Moreno, Panorama, p. 96.
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Plate 11.

Tepuzquiquiztli (Marine Shell Trumpet).

One could obtain various harmonics, but melodic possibilities were

limited.43
Snails, oysters and pearls were said to have aided in conception
and to have exerted a favorable influence on crops.

therefore,

The shell trumpets,

symbolized fertility, which manifested itself at all levels

of the cosmos.

José Corona Nuñez suggests that prehispanic primitive

man felt a divine presence in the wind,

to the extent that there was no

word for wind until it came through a periwinkle shell, "and it was then
that the shell trumpet became the instrument of the divine word.

43.

Garcia Morillo, Chávez, pp. 202 -203.

But
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the wind is not just the divine presence or the divine word, but also
the creative word,

the breath of life."44

There was also a tubular trumpet,
clay,

tree bark or reed,

served as a bell. "45

,the

pungacuque, made of wood,

and "provided at times with a gourd which

The fragile and perishable material of which these

trumpets were made accounts for their not having been preserved.

But

there is no doubt that they played an important part in the preconquest

instrumental musical scene, since pictures of them appear in the
manuscripts, wall and rock paintings and in the decorations on some
sacred vases.46

The Whistles and Ocarinas

Whistles and ocarinas (huilacapiztli) of clay were abundant, most
of them in the form of anthropomorphic animals coming from Tlatilco,

whose art stands out like a resplendent jewel surrounded by underdeveloped peoples.

Marti contends that the ocarinas or spherical flutes

are distinguished from the whistles by having holes and by producing two
or more sounds.

Mendoza agrees that those instruments without holes are

whistles rather than ocarinas.
The ocarinas have two,

four or even five sound holes and

three,

produce from three to five sounds, clear and precise and of good musical

quality.47

The tunings of some of the preserved instruments are given

in Figure 1.

44Cabello
45Garcia
46Cabello
47Cabello

Moreno, Panorama, pp.

Morillo, Chavez,

p.

97 -98.

203.

Moreno, Panorama,

p.

97.

Moreno, Panorama,

p.

99.
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Tunings of several preconquest ocarinas.48

One cannot underestimate the musical possibilities of these
instruments,

which, in reality, are spherical flutes on which can be

played melodies as beautiful and varied as on the vertical flutes.49

There was also the chililihtli or cohuilotl, a whistle instrument
of clay which, according to Curt Sachs, was not used for melodic

purposes, although other authors maintain that it was a vertical

flute,50

The Flutes

The flutes (tlapitzalli) are representatives of the oldest wind

instruments in memory (see Pl.

All the ancient villages were

12).

fascinated by flutes and used them in their magical chants.

Flutes, as

well as drums and bone scrapers, had phallic connotations and were

associated with fertility rituals.

For this reason they are usually

found in archaeological diggings, and are associated with love and
death.

The Aztec flutes are characterized by the length of the mouth-

piece and the mastery with which the airduct is adapted to the tube so
48

Garcia Morillo, Chavez,

p.

49Cabello Moreno, Panorama,
50Garcia

Morillo, Chavez,

p.

202.
p.

99.

202.
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Plate 12.

that

Tlapitzalli (Flute).

the air stream is directed with force and precision against the

tone -edge or notch.

With this design they achieved a magnificent

sonority, clarity and tonal precision,
the instrument.

as well as a manageable form of

The musicians of long ago used the same technique as

the native flutists of the present time, who play diatonic and chromatic

melodies on reed flutes which have only two sound holes on the front
side and one on the back.

The ancient Mexicans also used a kind of small, high -pitched

flute for very special ceremonial rituals.

Friar Sahagún's report is

confirmed by modern scholars that these pentatonic small flutes,
because of their sacred character and importance in the rituals, were

34

not for secular use.

They were, therefore,

not made in quantity, and

are scarce today.51

51Cabello

Moreno, Panorama, pp.

99 -100.

CHAPTER

5

"LOS CUATRO SOLES"

"Los cuatro soles"

(

"The Four Suns ") dates from 1926 and is the

next work in which Chávez calls for native Indian instruments.

The

ballet for female chorus and orchestra treats freshly a theme of Mexican

antiquity and refers to the prehistoric ages

(

"Soles ") before the

appearance of modern man, each separated from the other by cataclysms.
The idea came to Chávez from four original Indian paintings in the

Vatican Codex.

In each of these there is a scene of the destruction

of the world by water, wind,

ice and fire.

The fourth "Sol" is the "Sun

of the Earth," in which lived the settlers of Mexico when the white man

came in the sixteenth century.
The music of "Los cuatro soles," in its symphonic version, was

heard in a concert of the Orquesta Sinfónica de México on July 22, 1930,
in Mexico City.

Since the work creates technical problems with the

choreography, largely because of the native aspects of the musical

material, it was not presented as

a

ballet until 1951 at the Palace

of Fine Arts of Mexico.

The program of the premiere in 1930 contains these notes by the
composer:

According to Mexican mythology, the Indian civilization
which flourished in Mexico when the Spaniards arrived
corresponded to the fourth age of the world, or "Sun of the
Earth." Retrospectively, the other ages of the world had
been: the third, the "Sun of Fire," the second, the "Sun of
35

36

Air," and the first, the "Sun of Water." There have been
attempts to find equivalents of these ages with the
geological epochs of the earth or with universal traditions
In any case
such as the flood or the sinking of Atlantis.
they doubtlessly correspond to great catastrophes or
transformations of the earth, in which the power of the
four elements, water, air, fire and earth, was felt with
all its force by all the primitive people of this hemisphere.
The first three ages each ended with a catastrophe: floods,
Divine grace had
volcanic eruptions and glacial winds.
saved one pair, a man and a woman, who had to continue the
species.
The tradition of the four "Suns" repeats the
miracle of Noah, saved in his ark.
The fourth, the "Sun of
the Earth," was the age of gold, symbolizing the earth as
the element which provides man with life and sustenance.
The ballet, constructed on the general theme of this
tradition, is neither descriptive nor informative in an
The plot is a
archaeological or anthropological sense.
pretext for a special scenography in which the corresponding
paintings of the Vatican Codex have a translation into modern
scenery thanks to the personal sensibility of the artist.
Thus the plastic elements and the dancers themselves which
appear in the peculiar native animal dances --about eagles and
monkeys --who fled the catastrophes of the ages and in the
personification of the hieroglyphic attributes of air, water,
fire and earth, the four fundamental symbols of the Indian
beliefs, science and sentiments.52
In this work Chávez reaches a much higher level of elaboration

and maturity in the style of music which he pioneered in "El fuego

nuevo."53

It is one of Chávez's most attractive

scores, accomplished

with simple procedures, and rather more simple in structure than other
of his works.

The writing is pure and precise, the rhythmic realization

is an outstanding characteristic, with an occasional monotony of force,

just like the native dances, at times complex and irregular, creating

tensions.

Predominant in the work is a continuous air of musical

ritual, presenting fragments which are developed in the same climate,
and which are intertwined with one another with great artistic skill.

52Garcia
53

Morillo, Chávez, pp. 41 -42.

Garcia Morillo, Chávez,

p.

45.
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Nevertheless, the work does not attain an evocation of the Mexican past
as novel and suggestive as other later compositions,

especially the

originality of "Xochipilli-Macuilxóchitl," written some fifteen years
later.
The dance "Sun of the Earth" is the most well -known and most

significant part of the work.
of accent.

It

god of corn,
It

recreates

a

It has an elastic impulse and a novelty

dance ritual in adoration of Centeotl, the

to assure an abundant harvest and fertility of the

earth.

is the only part in which Chavez used aboriginal motives which are

identified with the rest of the thematic material.54

Orchestration
"Los cuatro soles" was originally scored for chamber orchestra.
In 1930,

four years later, it was reorchestrated for full symphony

orchestra,

slightly reduced, of course, from the orchestra of "El fuego

It includes many percussion

nuevo."

instruments for the four players,

including xylophones with and without resonators,
claves, rattles, suspended cymbals, gong,

tam -tam, güiro, maracas,

tenabaris, tlapanhuéhuetl and water gourd.55

54
55

Garcia Morillo, Chavez, pp. 43 -44.

Garcia Morillo, Chavez,

p.

43.

teponaztlis, tambor,

CHAPTER

6

"CANTOS DE MEXICO"

The "Orquesta Mexicana"
In 1933 there was a special orchestra formed in Mexico called the

"Orquesta Mexicana," which was comprised of a great variety of instruments.

Several Mexican composers, such as Chávez himself, Ayala, Sandi

and Galindo wrote pieces for this instrumental ensemble, which included

reproductions of ancient Aztec instruments alongside modern ones.

The

"Orquesta Mexicana," despite its combination of instruments, did not
attempt to imitate the sound of folk orchestras.

"Cantos de México"
On October 26 of 1933 Chávez finished "Cantos de México," which
is dedicated to Silvestre Revueltas.

It

build a repertoire of artistic merit for
in essence completely

popular.

is a respectable effort to
a

Mexican orchestra, although

The thematic material is original, but

inspired by the tunes of folk dances.
The music is simple, clear and joyous in its attempt to adapt to
the general sonority of this instrumental combination.

Orchestration
The orchestra consists of a piccolo which alternates with alto

flute and flute in G,chirimia (a native oboe), E -flat clarinet, B -flat
trumpet, two violins, small guitar, large guitar, guitarrón,
38

large

39

harp, marimba,

two teponaztlis, Indian tambor and tenor tambor,

huéhuetl, rattles, scrapers, güiro, water gourd, deer hooves and
gong.

56

56Garcia

Morillo, Chavez, pp. 78 -79.

CHAPTER

7

"SINFONIA INDIA"

The "Sinfonfa India" was premiered under the direction of the

composer on a radio concert for the Columbia Broadcasting System on

January 23, 1936.

The work quickly became a staple in the programs of

the Boston Symphony.

Chávez wrote in his own program notes about the

nature of native music:

Native Mexican Indian music is a reality of present day
It is not, as
life, and is, furthermore, a musical reality.
one might think, a good motive just to satisfy a mere
curiosity of the intellectuals or to provide data or
information which is more or less important to ethnography.
The native art of Mexico is, in our time, the only living
manifestation of the race which forms approximately three
The essential
quarters of the population of the country.

characteristics of native music have been able to resist
four centuries of contact with European musical expression.
That is to say, while contact with European art has, of
course, produced in Mexico a synthesized art which is in
constant evolution, this synthesis has not prevented the
existence of pure native art. This fact is a mark of its
strength.
The strength of native art is rooted in a series of
essential conditions: it arises from a natural creative
impulse of the individual and from a necessity for legitimate
In musical terms, the
expression, free from affectation.
great strength of native art is embodied in its rhythmic
variety, in the freedom and extent of its scales and modes,
in the richness of the sonorities of instruments, in the
simplicity and purity of the melodies and in its moral
condition.
Now, the moral conditions of this art are another reason
for its strength.
It is 4n optimistic art: if it suffers
from
tyranny
of magic formulas, that does not
at times
the
from which man begs and
position,
put it into a mystic
pleads while lowering himself. But on the contrary, in the
position of man who influences and orders superior and
invisible forces with resolution. On the other hand, this
art shares in the success of every event in which arms are
40

41

involved --music for dances of the hunt and war chants. On
other occasions, when words are coupled to the music, the
poetic images reveal more than ever the feeling and
knowledge of natural phenomena in their profound simplicity:
the behavior of animals, the growth of plants in flowering
Never a morbid or belittling feeling,
and reproduction.
never a feeling which is negative toward other men or toward
nature can be found in this music of our immediate American
ancestors.
It is the strong music of man who struggles and
always tries to dominate his environment.
I have written this and other Indian Symphonies because
this is the first music which I heard in my life, and that
which has most influenced my taste and musical sentiments.57

Musical Material
This is one of the few scores in which Chavez resorts directly to

native elements.

He has used various Indian themes: melodies of the

Seri Indians of Sonora,

the Huichols of Nayarit and the Yaquis of

Sonora, which in the judgment of the composer formed a unity and which
all originated from the Pacific coast.

treated in

a

But this material has been

form so new and personal and has been assimilated so

totally into the style of the composer that it gives the impression of
being his own creation.
The "Sinfonfa India" is notable for its impetuous and obstinate
vigor,

the clarity and consciousness of its language, asserting itself

on the basis of the novelty and freshness of its content.

But more than

an apparent picturesque quality, a deeper analysis of the score reveals
a subtle and thoughtful process

of development of

the musical material.

Rhythm
One of the most interesting and positive characteristics of the

work is found in the rhythm, which is complex and varied.

57Garcia Morillo, Chavez, pp.

88 -89.

Chavez at

42

times obtains effects of a savage strength by the repetition of some

simple and well- defined motives, or passages of extreme finesse,
achieved by the use of varied rhythmic scJiemes, skilfully presented and

irregularly arranged, coming from frequent changes of meter.

He thus

reaches a strong and characteristic dynamism that is maintained almost

throughout the work.S8

Melodic Content
The motives which Chávez used generated appropriate rhythmic

accompaniment figures, with the resulting increase of stylistic unity.
These accompaniments, almost always quite lively, frequently use

procedure of

a

a

battery of percussion and repeated sounds, making chords,

which because of their persistence become crystallized and immobile,
giving an impression of strength and high tension.

This occurs much

the same as the movement of the blades of an airplane propellor in full

motion appear to be stationary.
Each of the melodies could generate an entire movement of the
symphony, but,

instead of being presented in an independent form,

they

are incorporated into the context, making the interior of the work like

pillars of contrast and opposition of movement and character.

Instead

of a type of running development, Chávez resorts here to an insistent

repetition of the same elements, with fast changes of rhythms, melodies
or orchestral colors.

These sections have been constructed with extra-

ordinary skill and permit the fulfillment of a whole of particular

architectural solidarity and marked spiritual unity.59

58Garcia Morillo, Chávez, p. 90.

59Garcia

Morillo, Chávez, pp.

90 -91.
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Orchestration
The orchestration, done with mastery, stands out because of its

fresh and intense colors, obtaining brilliant, powerful and novel

effects with relatively simple means.

The lack of the third trombone

and tuba in the brasses tends to lighten the density of the orchestral

ensemble.
ments,

The score requires four players for the percussion instru-

among which are found numerous primitive Indian instruments,

although they are not absolutely essential, being replaceable by modern
instruments.

Included among them are the tambor, metal rattle and

scraper of the Yaquis, clay rattle, water gourd, tenabaris, teponaztli,

grijutian (deer hooves), güiro and tlapanhuéhuetl.60

Summary
"Sinfonfa India" is the voice of an entire American nation which
is rising with an unexpected vigor and infinite eloquence.

The end of

the work, characterized by its unpolished primitivism and imposing

earthly force, has been compared to the "Rite of Spring," although it

unfolds within a distinct and clearly defined musical atmosphere.61

60

Garcia Morillo, Chavez,

61Garcia

p.

Morillo, Chavez, pp.

91.

94 -95.

CHAPTER

8

"XOCHIPILLI-MACUILXOCHITL"

"Xochipilli-Macuilxóchitl," finished the twelfth of May, 1940,
is,

in its brief dimensions

(approximately six minutes' duration), an

important and successful effort to reconstruct what could have been
the general sonority and characteristics of a preconquest Aztec

instrumental ensemble.

Xochipilli was the god of music, dance,

flowers and pleasure and frivolity in general.

He was conceived as a

handsome lad adorned with flower buds, worshipped at the festival of
Hueitecuflhuitl.

He was said to be the protector of games, dances and

love and the representation of spring.

Macuilxóchitl was merely
was

a

a

It is speculated the

calendar name for Xochipilli, for he, too,

patron of games, dance and sports.

Orchestration
Chávez chose this exotic denomination as title of a work because
its sound, as he himself indicated, "seem to evoke the flavor of an

ancient Indian culture."

For the realization of this work he resorted

to a group of modern instruments which simulate the sounds of models
of authentic native instruments which have been reconstructed by

archaeologists.

Thus,

the piccolo, the flute and the E -flat clarinet

play only the pentatonic scale tones which were available on the

ancient flutes.

The trombone intones the approximate sound of the

ancient marine shell trumpet.

Obviously,
44

the original instruments would
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be impractical in a modern concert ensemble.

The principal material is

reserved for a group of percussion instruments which needs six players
and which includes Indian tambors,

huéhuetl, panhuéhuetl,

two teponaztlis (small and large),

tlapanhuéhuetl,

two omichicahuaztlis

(wood and

bone scrapers) and rattles of copper, clay and rock.62

Reconstruction of Ancient Music
This most fascinating attempt to recreate an ensemble of the

music of past ages is based on the premise that scientific investigation
can assist the artist, whether it be by the study of preserved instru-

ments, by the analysis of the Florentine Codex, with its illustrations
of musicians playing instruments, or by knowledge of modern native

music which is still preserved in several remote locations in Mexico.
The result has a perfectly convincing aspect, not of absolute

authenticity, which would be impossible since the music before the
conquest has been lost, but rather the strength evoked from a world so

fundamentally different from our own.

Of course it

is impossible to

reconstruct with any degree of accuracy the formal aspects or accent
of this music,

and,

artistic creation.
authenticity.

strictly speaking,

this is not indispensible for

This is what Falla would have called truth without

Chavez declared concretely that he was not trying to

reconstruct preconquest

music, rather, he intended to offer in this

work an impression of how the ancient Aztec music might have sounded.

Musical Materials
What interests us particularly in this work, aside from the
purpose of reconstruction, are the purely musical values.
62Garcia

Morillo, Chavez, pp.

110 -111.

There is

a
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profound originality of concept within the restricted means of the

pentatonicism dictated by the range limitations of the melodic instruments, each having only a few sounds.

Th9 musical discourse unfolds

in a singular atmosphere created by the incicive intervention of the

native percussion instruments and the persistent tones of the woodwinds
in their upper registers.

The work begins (allegro animato) with a graciously dancing

pentatonic flourish in the piccolo, later repeated by the flute.
Another motive, slower, yet elastic, is entrusted to the E -flat
clarinet.

motives.
a

The central part, slower, uses several languid, singing
The atmosphere becomes contemplative, even poetic, starting

conversation among the three woodwind instruments.

But soon the

rapid movement of the beginning reappears, with its changing rhythm,

more intense and virile accent by the intervention of
the low battery instruments.

The heavy and raucous voice of the

trombone is heard in recreation of the large periwinkle shell in large
and dramatic calls

(see Fig.

2), which contrast

of the upper voices and the percussion,

to create an extraordinarily

powerful climax.63

63Garcia

the frenetic movement

Morillo, Chávez, pp. 111 -112.
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Excerpt from "Xochipilli- Macuilxóchitl."

CHAPTER

9

"TAMBUCO"

"Tambuco" was composed in 1964 as a result of a commission from
Mrs.

Clare Booth Luce.

The work is dedicated to her.

Chávez chose the name "Tambuco" because the word itself sounds

percussive, suggestive of the medium for which the piece was composed.

Orchestration
"Tambuco" is scored for six percussionists.

Each player is given

at least one melodic instrument and one set of drums or timpani.

The

smaller instruments are divided fairly evenly among all the performers.
These small instruments, some of which are native or descendants
of native instruments, include two rasping sticks,

small and large; two

water gourds, small and large; a metal rattle; two maracas; a clay
rattle; a soft rattle; a wood block;

large and extra large;
large; a "tap -a -tap"

a

three sets of claves, small,

ratchet; a triangle; two güiros, small and

(like a large slap stick); and sand blocks.

The drums consist of two bongo sets, very small and medium;
two sets of three snare drums,

small, medium and large, each set being

for one player; a set of two tom -toms and a conga drum;

and two bass drums.

four timpani

Two suspended cymbals, very small and large, as

well as crash cymbals and a very large gong are also needed.
All the modern orchestral mallet instruments are in the score,

including orchestra bells, xylophone, marimba, vibraphone, celeste and
48
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tubular chimes.

The Swiss brass bells given to the "Percussion 2"

player is not a common instrument in the United States.

The Music

The progress of the music is generative, in a process of

"consequent evolution."
An initial idea serves as "antecedent" to a "consequent,"
which in turn immediately becomes an antecendent to a new
consequent, and so on until the end of the piece.
Also a
minimum of repetitive and symmetric elements are present.
(This, of course, constitutes a considerable deviation from
the conventional contrapuntal procedures and classical
developments, and indeed from serial techniques in all its
forms, since all these expedients are based in repetition
and symmetry.)64

"Tambuco" is a single- movement work of about thirteen minutes'
duration.

It is organized in three large sections with a coda.

The

first section is non -melodic, calling for only the hand -held instru-

ments, the water gourds and the cymbals.

worldly."

The music is somewhat "other

One feels transported to another time and place.

Chávez

does not mention that this is necessarily an evocation of the past,
but the mood created and the instruments chosen for this section would

indicate so.

A transition marked "lento," in sharp contrast to the "vivo" of
the first section, begins at measure 159.

cymbals,

This transition calls for

triangle and tap -a -tap from the first section as well as

introducing the melodic instruments.
The second section begins in measure 170 with the entrance of
the vibraphone, after a cymbal crash in measure 168 stops the action.

Carlos Chávez, "Tambuco" (New York: Mills Music, Inc.,

64.

1967),

p.

1.
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Eventually all the other melodic instruments join.
discernable theme or singable melody here.

There is no

The music is atonal.

The

listener is returned to current musical realities of the twentieth

century in this section.
The transition into the third section begins after another

break in the forward motion of the piece in measure 204.
of the melodic instruments, except the xylophone,

replaced by claves,

The voices

die away and are

tap -a -tap and wood block: all wooden instruments.

The entrance of the timpani in measure 216 marks the beginning
of the

third section.

The instruments called for here are all drums.

It is hoped for the listener to

tell whether he is in a preconquest

sound world or indeed in the twentieth century, for elements of both
are present.

The coda begins in measure 286 with the entrance of the claves.
The coda is really the summation of the entire work and a synthesis of

both ancient and modern arts.

It calls

for instruments and musical

material generated from the two preceding sections.
The end of the piece is abrupt.

The vibraphone, xylophone and

marimba play a torrent of thirty- second notes which is interrupted in
mid -phrase.

CHAPTER 10
LATER LIFE

Travel Abroad
Chávez travelled in Europe in 1922 -23.

His first two trips to

the United States occurred in 1923 -24 and in 1926 -28.65

He spent much

time during the latter visit living and working in New York.

Some of

his early compositions were performed there at concerts of the Inter-

national Composers' Guild.66

Return to Mexico and the OSM
Upon his return from the United States in 1928, Chávez found
the state of music in his homeland much worse than when he left.

It

was a country without orchestras, and what few there were did not

prosper and were short -lived.

A music

season was unheard of.67

By this time Chávez already enjoyed considerable prestige.

Mexico City Musicians' Union proposed the formation of
orchestra with Chávez as its conductor.

a

The

symphony

The union had fallen into the

hands of "jazzists," and the formation of the orchestra was an effort

65John

Vinton, Dictionary of Contemporary Music, "Carlos Chávez"
Dutton and Co., Inc., 1974), p. 135.

(New York: E. P.

66Aaron

Copland, The New Music: 1900 -1960 (New York: W. W.
Norton and Co., Inc., 1968), p. 145.
67Cowell,

American Composers, p. 103.
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to renovate it.

In July of 1928 the Orquesta Sinfónica de México was

formed- -when the maestro was only 29 years of age.68
He remained at the helm of the orchestra for twenty years, until
his retirement from regular conducting duties in 1948.

During his

tenure the orchestra played the first performances in Mexico of many

Mexican, American and European composers.

This was one of Chávez's

most important direct contributions to Mexican culture.69

El Conservatorio Nacional

The year in which Chávez was appointed director of the

Conservatorio Nacional was also 1928.

He found that the institution

was rather disorganized and stultified by its own inertia.

The courses

of study had been based on the programs of European conservatories, and

did not fit the needs of Mexico.

Chávez changed all this by completely updating the curriculum
to the extent that many fine professional performers became the products
of the conservatory.

Its reputation grew even internationally.

Chávez

remained at the helm of the Conservatorio Nacional until March of 1933,
and held the post again during eight months of 1934.70

The Third United States Trip
In 1932 Chávez made his third trip to the United States, during

which he visited the studios of RCA Victor in Camden, New Jersey and
the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York.
68

Garcia Morillo, Chávez, p. 57.

69Vinton,

70Garcia

Dictionary, p.

135.

Morillo, Chávez, pp. 59 -60.

He was much impressed by
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the possibilities for musical applications of electronic sounds.

This

fascination led to the publication of his book Towards a New Music:
Music and Electricity, written in Spanish, translated into English by
Herbert Weinstock, and published in 1937 by Norton of New York, with

illustrations by Antonio Ruiz.71

International Honors
On January 11,

Chávez was awarded the distinction of Knight

1950,

of the Order of the Crown of Belgium.

In 1952 he received three honors:

the Star of Italian Solidarity on April 17,

Star from Spain on November

6

the Royal Order of the Polar

and the French Legion of Honor on December

24.72

Later Life
1947 he

the

as its director until 1952.73

fold:

The function of the Institute was three-

the development of art within Mexico,

(1)

(2)

knowledge of art in

general and (3) protection of national treasures.74
After 1952 he expanded his conducting duties, touring throughout
the world.

In 1960 he founded a composers' workshop at the Conservatorio

Nacional and remained as its director until 1965.75
71Garcia
72

Morillo, Chávez, pp. 68 -69.

García Morillo, Chávez,

73Vinton,

74Garcia
75Vinton,

Dictionary,

p.

p.

157.

136.

o

Morillo, Chavez, p. 148.
Dictionary,

p.

136.
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Since 1967 he has divided his time between composing, guest

conducting appearances and teaching engagements world wide.76

76Copland,

New Music, p. 150.

CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSION

"Native Exoticism"
The impossibility of reconciling musical cultures of totally

dissimilar spirits through modern technical procedures, together with
the lack of authentic information about ancient musical practices,

produces in certain of Chávez's works an impression which can be called
"native exoticism."

The musical "exoticism" is similar to a tendency

in European music which started with the introduction of Turkish

instruments and melodies into

Western music.

The comic operas of

Gluck, Mozart, Grétry, etc., were composed after the victorious European

armies began to imitate the Ottoman bands after the downfall of the

Turkish Empire.

They incorporated musical elements which were foreign

to the European aesthetic,

such as tonal systems, melodic construction

and instruments.
A similar phenomenon occurs with the "native" works of Chávez.
The musics of the blacks of the United States,

Cuba and Brazil have

been kept alive in their racial essences, although modified somewhat
by foreign influences.

These musics can be heard frequently and form

part of the musical consciousnesses of the several countries.

The

remains of preconquest music, on the other hand, can be found only in
some remote tribes which are isolated from the large centers of modern

civilization.

The general tendency of capitalistic evolution toward an
55
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ever increasing concentration of social and economic resources into
large cities has led to rapid deterioration of aboriginal culture.

Growing industrialization,

which will inevitably increase in the future,

tends to displace the musical expressions of the countryside and the

mountains from the musical consciousness of Mexican cities.

The

Mexican of today has absolutely no familiarity with the morose sound
of the teponaztli or huéhuetl.

These are just as "exotic" as a

Malaysian gamelan or Turco -Syrian maqam would be.
forms represent the music of modern -day Mexico.

Only some "folk"

Many others have

disappeared or, as with most native melodies, are strictly limited to
a

social function within the communities in which they have been

perpetuated.77

Chávez's Influences
Chávez began to consolidate in all his work the integration of
three fundamental influences: the music of the great European masters

from Bach to Debussy, which he had studied in great depth; native

Mexican music of Spanish and mestizo heritage; and native Indian music.
All three of these were present during his formative years.

But,

aside

from these influences, his rich melodic vein, rhythmic inventiveness
and very own personal style are present on every page of his scores.78

Use of Native Instruments
The techniques which Chávez uses in his works of native character

include melodic shapes based on Indian tunes, persistent rhythm and
77Otto

Mayer- Serra, Panorama de la Música Mexicana (Desde la
Independencia Hasta la Actualidad) (Pánuco, México: Fondo de Cultura
Economica, 1941), pp. 161 -162.
78Garcia Morillo, Chávez, p. 27.
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pentatonicism.

These are summed up by the use of ancient native Indian

instruments or modern substitutes.

These are used in a polyphonic

ensemble, frequently resulting in an apparent exoticism when compared
to other Western music.

But that is no more than the exterior

appearance, behind which a sonorous content is hidden.
The evocations of preconquest Mexico or efforts at reconstruction
of their sonorous art are attempts by Chavez at a genuine music above

all, and are no more than points of departure for the composition of

good music, albeit of a special flavor, but music nevertheless.79
In certain of his compositions such as "El fuego nuevo," "Los

cuatro soles," "Cantos de México," "Sinfonía India," "Xochipilli-

Macuilxochitl" and "Tambuco," Chavez's use of native Aztec instruments
adds still another dimension to the depth of his nationalistic art.

79

Garcia Morillo, Chavez,

p.

212.
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